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Overview of MID

 Over 2,300 entities that are either licensed or registered to do 
business in MS

 Thirty-six (36) insurers domiciled in MS  

 $15.8 billion in premium written in MS with over $300 million in 
premium tax being sent to the General Fund

 Over 40,000 agents licensed in MS with over 14,000 being a 
resident of MS  

 Over  15,00 calls received in our Consumer Services Division

 Over $5 million in payments made back to the Consumer
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Participation in Key NAIC 
Committees, Task Forces and 
Working Groups
 Climate and Resiliency (EX)Task Force 

 Long-Term Care Insurance (EX) Task Force

 Property and Casualty Insurance (C) Committee

 Commissioner Chaney is the Chair
 Catastrophe Insurance (C) Working Group 
 Surplus Lines (C) Task Force

 Anti-Fraud (D) Task Force
 Financial Condition (E) Committee

 Reinsurance Task Force
 Innovation in Technology and Regulation (H) Working Group
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Hot Topics in Insurance 
Regulation
 Impacts to the Insurance Industry due to Inflation

 Cybersecurity in the Insurance Market

 Impact of Severe Weather 

 Flood Insurance

 Building Codes 
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Cybersecurity
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Cybersecurity Overview
 Has become more significant as critical consumer financial

and health information is increasingly stored in electronic form.

 As people become more reliant on electronic
communication, and as businesses collect and maintain ever
more granular pieces of information on their customers, the
opportunity for bad actors to cause difficulties for businesses
and the public is exploding.

 The increase in virtual work due to the pandemic, data
breaches of PHI, ransomware, and supply chain attacks have
created major challenges for businesses.

 Most Commercial liability policies do not cover cyber attacks.
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Cybersecurity Overview
 Data breaches in 2021 increased by 68% from the prior year.

 Ransomware attacks increased by nearly 93% in 2021.
 Supply chain attacks increased by nearly 430% in 2021.
 In 2021, nearly 50 million people in the U.S. faced a breach of

their personal health information.
 Healthcare data breaches have tripled over the past three

years.
 While the healthcare industry experience numerous breaches,

businesses in many industries have seen a rapid rise in
ransomware and supply chain attacks.

 These increases in attacks helped contribute to the rise in
premiums charged for cyber insurance.



NAIC Cybersecurity Task Force
 In 2014, the NAIC created the Cybersecurity Task Force as a result

of breaches of consumer data from insurance companies.

 The main focus of the Task Force is to educate the Consumer as
well as work with the industry to develop standards which help
protect personally identifiable information.

 In early 2016 the NAIC began drafting the Insurance Data
Security Model Law.

 The model was adopted by the NAIC in October, 2017 following
almost two years of extensive deliberations and input from state
insurance regulators, consumer representatives, and the
insurance industry.
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Insurance Data Security Law

 The model requires licensees to develop, implement, and maintain an
information security program based on its risk assessment.

 The model phases in requirements for compliance with the information
security program and oversight of third-party service providers.

 The model also requires licensees to investigate a cybersecurity event,
and notify the state insurance commissioner of a cybersecurity event
when that event would likely materially harm a MS Consumer.

 It also grants insurance commissioners the power to examine and
investigate licensees to determine compliance with the law, and
provides state insurance regulators the authority to remedy data security
deficiencies they find during an examination.
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Cybersecurity Notifications Submitted 
since adoption of Insurance Data 

Security Law
Year # of Cybersecurity Events Reported

2020 12

2021 21

2022 14

Total 47
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1,674,826,575

18.3%

2,753,782,002

2,262,014,299
2,028,911,563

1,890,683,601

12.9%

7.3%
11.5%

21.7%

75.3%

4,827,263,153

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Direct Written Premium and Percent Change by Year
(Does not includ e Alien S urp lus Lines Data)

Total DWP % Change DWP



4,019,428

3,747,986

3,314,005

2,996,820

2,603,970

2,110,571

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Total Policies in Force
(Does not include Alien

Surplus Lines Data)



44.6%

35.3%
32.4%

25,657

22,221

18,570

12,786

9,105

66.9% 65.5%

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of Claims Reported 2017 
through 2021 Data Years and Loss

Ratio (Including DCC)
(Does not include Alien Surplus Lines

Data)

Total # Claims Reported Loss Ratio







Severe Weather and 
Homeowners Insurance
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Severe Weather in 
Mississippi
 The risk of severe weather has a major impact when it 

comes to insurance. 

 Mississippi is prone to exposure from Tornadoes, Hail 
Storms and Wind Damage on a yearly basis.

 Homeowners Insurance plays a vital role in offering 
protection to the consumer against damage or loss of 
property.   
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Top 10 Most Costly Natural 
Disasters
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Severe Weather in the U.S. 
in 2021
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Severe Weather 
in MS in 2019
Total Reports = 691
Tornadoes = 138
Hail Reports = 56
Wind Reports = 497



Severe Weather 
in MS in 2020
Total Reports = 755
Tornadoes = 127
Hail Reports = 95
Wind Reports = 533
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Chart and data obtained from NOAA/National Weather Service



Severe Weather 
in MS in 2021
Total Reports = 544
Tornadoes = 92
Hail Reports = 71
Wind Reports = 381
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Chart and data obtained from NOAA/National Weather Service



Post Event Data 
Collection
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Flood Insurance 



Flood Insurance
 Flood risk remains one of the largest natural disaster 

threats to the state of Mississippi.

 The Mississippi River with its long history of flooding 
traverses more than 300 miles, covering the western 
border with Arkansas and Louisiana.

 Additionally, the state is bordered by 62 miles of beach 
from its border with Louisiana, each affected by the Gulf 
of Mexico and the Mississippi River.

 This continues to make flooding one the state’s greatest 
threats for loss of life and property.
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National Flood Insurance 
Program

 The Program was created back in the late 60’s due to the 
lack of a private market and increases in federal disaster 
assistance due to floods.

 The vast majority of property protection for flood is offered 
through the NFIP.

 The NFIP is managed by FEMA and allows property owners 
to buy flood insurance through your Property & Casualty 
carrier which is known as the Write Your Own program.

 There are in excess of 60,000 policies in force in Mississippi, 
with annual premium of roughly $41 million.

 New Rating Program was implemented in April of this year.
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New Rating Program – Risk 
Rating 2.0 37



MISSISSIPPI 
BUILDING 
CODES

SAVING LIVES, PROPERTY & MONEY



SAVING LIVES, 
PROPERTY & MONEY

 It’s the right thing to do
Protection from disaster due to:
storms, 
fire, 
structural collapse, 
general deterioration
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Why Building Codes? 

 Standardized building codes across Mississippi will 
save lives, property and money. 

 Give consumers greater confidence in purchasing 
a home knowing there is a minimum standard of 
construction that is in place and enforced. 

 Lower Insurance Costs. Insurance companies will 
lower their premiums where there are building 
codes. Studies show that building codes will result 
in insurance savings of 10% to 15%. 



Why Building Codes 
(Cont’d):

 Promote a level and consistent playing field for 
the construction industry making it more efficient. 

 Increased opportunity to purchase and sell 
insurance as companies are more likely to do 
business where there are building codes and the 
concomitant reduction in risk. 

 FEMA and Floodplains. If you live in a floodplain 
an insurance company will not write you 
insurance without proof of compliance with a 
building code. 



Codes 

 Every dollar spent on constructing to 
code saves $4 in disaster recovery.

 If a state is out of shape with their 
building codes compared to 
surrounding states it hurts their 
homeowners.

 Mitigation credits put pressure on 
companies because they lower 
premiums but re-insurance costs 
remain the same.



Community Costs

Any reduction in damage that 
results from the adoption of 
building codes helps keep 
people in their homes following 
a disaster; reduces the amount 
and need for public assistance 
after a disaster and helps 
minimize the economic 
damage to a community

(6)
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Codes set minimum 
construction standards
Codes are meant to assure 

that minimum acceptable 
standards are used in design 
and construction of new 
homes.

Electrical wiring, heating, 
sanitary facilities–– all represent 
potential hazards to 
occupants and users.
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Codes will not affect 
certain buildings

 Building codes WILL NOT affect landowners 
wanting to build a barn or a chicken house.

 Exempts:
 non-residential farm structures, 
 manufactured homes, 
 industrial manufacturing facilities in areas where not 

already regulated, 
 utilities, 
 non-public fairgrounds, 
 hunting and fishing camps, 
 Neshoba Fairgrounds,
 and many other structures.

(6)
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Workers’ Comp Rates

The last four years, Workers’ Comp. Loss Costs (pure 
rates) have decreased in Mississippi:

2015- 3.2% Decrease
2016- 7.9% Decrease
2017- 6.1% Decrease
2018 - 6.0% Decrease
2019 – 10.7% Decrease
2020 – 8.6% Decrease
2021 – 8.3% Decrease 



Questions?
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